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King Size Collection

Thanks to the traditional method of production, unchanged for thousands of years, and a natural raw material – clay, our products have a genuine and unique character. The King Size Collection is a royal choice among clinker brick slip– a proposal for bold people who like to break the routine. Brick slips in the King Size Collection are distinguished by a much larger format than traditional bricks (490 mm x 52 mm). These surprising proportions give the façade a particularly classy, high-end look. The King Size Collection offers an array of tile colours: from intense brick red, smoky browns, through grey and shades of anthracite, to opalescent black.

 learn more


 
King Size tile
Black heart LF05
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Hamburg

KING KLINKER clinker façades are gaining recognition from architects all over the world.
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Old residence (HF57)

 Old Castle
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Holiday Inn

Hamburg

KING KLINKER stands for the highest quality and timeless beauty.
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Old cathedral (HF55)

 Old Castle
 









 
Revolution in façade colours

KING KLINKER’s state-of-the-art production line, thanks to its flexibility, allows for the production of blick slips in a variety of colours, formats and structures. Advanced technology gives us access to unlimited product development opportunities while maintaining the highest performance. The KING KLINKER range consists of more than 200 types of clinker blick slips. And to meet the creative needs of architects, designers and clients, we have developed CHAMELEON – a special tool for unrestricted creation of your own clinker façade colours. CHAMELEON is a software tool that was developed in response to the changing tastes and growing expectations of our customers. CHAMELEON enables you to create a unique colour for your clinker blick slips. Once you have created your unique colour mix, you can email us a product data sheet with the colour texture. Feel free to unleash your creativity!



Advantages of clinker

A façade made of KING KLINKER clinker blick slips is an excellent choice both for buildings designed in a traditional style and for ultra-modern architecture. Natural ceramics fired at temperatures in excess of 1000ºC look good even after many years and do not require any touch-ups. Clinker blick slips are amongst the most resistant façade materials to damage, dirt, moisture and chemicals. King Klinker products feature very low water absorption, are frost proof, fire resistant and meet all requirements of European standards and ETICS requirements. King Klinker clinker blick slips are environmentally friendly and have been awarded the EPD environmental product certificate. A façade covered with clinker blick slips remains naturally beautiful for hundreds of years and preserves its colour, adding prestige and value to any building. King Klinker blick slips are also a perfect choice when finishing the façade of older buildings undergoing thermal modernisation.

 





King Klinker products

chosen by architects
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Obsidian shadow (LF18)

 King Size
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